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Be a gift to the world

President’s MessagePresident’s MessageP Club Officers

I had a substantial schedule in the past month which kept me busy, but I had a very enjoyable 
time.

Web Master Jason: Whenever he receives our 
activity photos, RCTP Facebook page is 
updated very promptly & efficiently.  Ever 
wondered if web master is his full-time job? 
Give Jason a super "Like"! 

Photographer PP Peter – He assumed the 
role of official photographer of our club.  
Most of the times he takes photos in the 
middle of a meal.  That means he has no 
proper moment to eat. After the event, 
the job is not done until he sends out all 
the photos! A big round of applause to PP 
Peter!

I would like to share with you about the officers’ work each month, so you may know more about their “jobs”. 

Many thanks to all officers for attending the board meetings. The first one was held on 13 July, 
and the second one was on 3 Aug which were attended by 15 officers.  It’s so nice to have a big 
group discussing club business, and it was a fruitful & productive meeting. 

24th Annual Ball Celebration Dinner
To express my greatest 
appreciation for your 
support to our 24th 
Annual Ball, I hosted a hot 
pot dinner on Tuesday, 28 
July. Yes, nearly 50 people 
having hot pot together at 
a cozy hot pot restaurant 
in Tsimshatsui. You can 
imagine how hot it was. 

AG Visit
AG Frankie, DAG Abraham, and DAG 
Patrick attended the meeting on 3 
Aug.  Their visit was filled with 
positive support & encouragement. It 
is good to see that the visit attracted 
high attendance.  Thanks AG & DAGs’
red box contribution.  Their visit 
made the red box happy.  Plus, 
“Welcoming Back” PP Ron & PP 
Francis, I can tell the red box was 
very happy.

A pity that I missed the chance to arrange a group photo.  What an inexperienced president. Dear 
everyone, please remind me if I forget again next time. 
Thanks
I would like to thank VP Roger for sharing with us at the 27 July meeting. He took up the role when 
I called him in the afternoon on that day, knowing that the original speaker was not able to come 
due to the flight arrangements from KL. The talk was informative and the meeting was fun, thanks 
to our baby club RC Central, with 12 'kids' visiting the mother club's meeting. 
Thanks to those members who have brought guests to attend the meetings.  I  hope they will come 
again.  

Ask PP Louis how hot he was! Thank you again for coming to the dinner. I enjoyed being with you all, as always.



Let’s together go all out for it and be Be a Gift to the
World !
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The boat finally reached the other bank.  Once ashore, the scholar hurried his 
way towards the city.  As he gathered speed, the knapsack he was carrying 
weighted down on him. Then suddenly, he tripped and fell causing also the 
strings tying his knapsack to snap.  All the books and stuff that were in the 
knapsack spilled and scattered.  

Once upon a time in ancient China, a scholar was on his way for the royal exam.  When 
he crossed the river he asked the captain of the boat, “Do you think I can make it in time 
for the city before the gate closes?” The wise old captain looked at the panting scholar 
and the heavy knapsack which he had just off-loaded from his shoulder onto the boat 
and knowingly replied, “If you move slowly, you shall; but if you rush, you shall not be
able to make it.” Puzzled by the seemingly illogical reply, the scholar thought the old 
man must be out of his mind and so ignored him.

The scholar frantically picked up the books and other stuff, tied up the broken 
strings, rebounded the books, re-arranged them into the knapsack … … He 
labored over the remedial works for half a day before he could continue with his 
journey.  When he reached the city, it was dark and the gate already closed.  It 
was then that he realized the wisdom of the boat captain, in succinct terms: haste 
makes waste.

Like how the boat captain explained it, “haste makes waste” is 
easily lost on us. So writers, your Tai Post editor usually gives you 
ample time to prepare, write and hand in your articles.  Don’t leave 
it to the last minute or rush it if you can help because you risk 
ruining it in a hurry.

Maybe we are all too used to efficiency.  Modern day technology has enabled 
us to do things at supersonic speed.  That we need to wait seems entirely 
unacceptable.  Having to wait 20 minutes for the bus to come is intolerable 
and a complete waste of time; so you take the taxi in order to buy precious 
time.  When kids do not recover after a couple of trips to the doctor, then that 
doctor must be mediocre and the medicine he prescribed wrong.  You change 
to another doctor.  Why wait and see?  You think the life of the kid is too 
precious to wait.

In the past, kids do not go to school until aged 5 or 6.  Before that, they stayed 
at home and learn to take care of themselves.  I certainly did not start 
kindergarten at the age of 3 and for the first few years of my life, I stumbled 
and fell and I learnt by mistakes.  In this day and age, a 2-year old will already 
be in school because parents believe knowledge will not wait for late comers.  
The poor kid will be disadvantaged if he starts ‘late’.  We do not take to 
growing gradually anymore and cannot tolerate doing things one step at a 
time.  We want immediate results.
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August is Membership and New Club Development Month.  RI online social media is collecting 
stories from members around the world about why they joined - and are proud to stay in -
Rotary. Check out these two stories by Evan Burrell, a member of the Rotary Club of 
Turramurra, New South Wales, Australia, and a regular contributor. 

Are you a Rotary superhero? 
I’m sure that, as a child, you had a favorite superhero. Maybe it was Batman or 
Superman or Wonder Woman or even Spiderman, weaving webs or leaping tall 
buildings in a single bound to help those in need. 
Now that we’re older, we know all too well that that sort of superhero is hard to 
find. But do you know the easiest place to find modern-day superheroes? Your 
local Rotary club! And they don’t even hide behind a secret identity.
Much like our comic book counterparts, Rotary members are regular people who 
go about their daily lives until “the call comes in.” Through our membership in 
Rotary, we are able to make a difference in many different ways.
Recently, Rotarians joined other volunteers in immunizing thousands of children 
against polio during a one-day End Polio Now immunization drive in Pakistan. 

Being members of a Rotary club, we have the power to lead by example and become role models for others through 
our integrity and willingness to help those in need. Accomplishing all these heroic acts requires willing minds and 
willing hearts. That’s what enables ordinary people to achieve extraordinary results. Our children, our friends, our 
partners, our community — anyone we interact with can be inspired in some small way by our actions and deeds.
Superheroes don’t just exist in comic books or movies. And luckily, we don’t need to put on a cape to be effective. 
Each of us, through Rotary, has the power to do good in the world and to make a difference in the lives of others. 
Rotarians are truly modern-day superheroes! How are you making a difference through Rotary? Are you a Rotary 
superhero?

The benefits of Rotary: friends wherever you go
It’s nice to have connections in a foreign country. That’s what makes Rotary International so, um, international! 
Whether you’re travelling for work, or for leisure, you can visit a Rotary club almost anywhere you go. And one of 
the benefits of being a Rotary member is that you are certain to make new friends, and find valuable local 
information to enhance your stay, while you are at it.
Need to know the best things to see during your stay? Where to eat? You might even find someone who has a room 
to rent for cheap. It’s also great to see how different clubs conduct their meetings. You can discover new ideas for 
your own club.
Before I joined Rotary, I spent twelve years in Rotaract, Rotary’s program for adults 18-30. I remember back in 2008 
when I was on an exchange to New Jersey, and I visited plenty of clubs as part of the experience. But one club struck 
a chord with me — the Rotary Club of Red Bank. A few members of the club made sure we were taken care of. One 
member in particular, Steven Sanfilippo, took me to the local attraction “Jay & Silent Bob’s Secret Stash” a comic 
book store owned by director Kevin Smith. He knew I was such a big fan of Superman and pop culture. It’s these 
little things that make Rotary what it is, a place for friendship.
But you don’t have to go far to experience this benefit of being a member. Visiting other clubs in your own region 
can build strong connections and develop relationships that make it easier to do joint projects.
With Rotary the journey never ends. Rotary gives you opportunity to travel, meet people from all different 
backgrounds, and see the world in a whole different way.

Rotary superheroes leapt to action in Gujarat, India, launching a program to put books into the hands of children 
from low-income families. Other superheroes formed a new Rotarian Action Group aimed at protecting the world’s 
most endangered species. Several years ago, Rotary heroes in the New England region of the United States provided 
long-term recovery assistance to those affected by Tropical Storm Irene.
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RCTP was presented with the following
Awards for Rotary Year 2014 - 2015

Rotary Family (Bronze Award)

Highest Contribution to Annual Giving- annual Program 
Fund (Merit)

Highest Number of New Paul Harris Fellow (Bronze 
Award)

Highest Recruitment(Most new members inducted) 
(Bronze Award)

Highest Membership Growth (in number) (Bronze 
Award)

Youth Service (Silver Award)RI Convention - Highest Family Members Participation  
in number) (Silver Award)

District Conference - Highest Family Members 
Participation (in number) (Silver Award)

Maternal and Child Health (Silver Award)
Water and Sanitation (Silver Award)Effective Club Internal Communication (Gold Award)
Effective Club Administration (Gold Award)Development of Future Club Leaders (Gold Award)

Training of Club Members (Gold Award)Engagement of Members through Club Fellowship 
Activities (Gold Award)

Club Website (English) (Gold Award)Club Bulletin (English) (Gold Award)
International Service (Gold Award)Vocational Service (Gold Award)

Fellowship Overseas Trip Highest Family Members 
Participation (Gold Award)

District Conference - Highest Member Participation (in 
percentage) (Gold Award)

Preserve Planet Earth - Club Practices (Gold Award)Rotary Day - Highest Family Members Participation (in 
number) (Gold Award)

Rotary Day - Highest Members Participation (in 
Percentage) (Gold Award)

Peace and Conflict Prevention/Resolution (Gold Award)

Public Image in General (Gold Award)Attain 100 Participation in Rotary Foundation Annual 
Fund Giving (Gold Award)

Highest Number of New Major Donor (Gold Award)Membership Program (Gold Award)
Economic and Community Development (Gold Award)Disease Prevention and Treatment (Gold Award)

Implement Rotary's New Visual Identity Guidelines in 
Club Collateral Materials on the Club's Website and 
Social Media Pages (Gold Award)

District service awards - PP Wilson Lam (for 
outstanding service in promoting The Rotary 
Foundation and its goal of world understanding and 
peace

Membership development AwardPresidential Citation 14 - 15
President of the Year – Natalie Kwok Rotary Club of the Year
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As we are approaching our 25th Anniversary next year, let’s look back at some old photos 
and learn about our history.  August is Rotary Membership Development Month. Let’s 
check out the induction moments of some of our members!

Vikky Tam’s induction at Area 6 Joint Meeting witnessed by then DG David Harilela & 
President Tsubaki, October, 2011

Induction of Anthony Hung witnessed by mother 
club   Advisor Johnson Chu, Jan. 1992

95-96 President Man inducting Dennis Lo & Ron 
Chung at joint meeting with RC Queensway, Jan. 
1996

CM Yu inducted at 3 Generations meeting, Apr. 2013 Welcome back charter member Jimmy Wai Aug. 
2013 at DG Visit Joint meeting

William Yim inducted during wine dinner Theme 
Night at Kowloon Cricket Club, Mar. 2012

Induction of Alan Jeary, Nov. 1996 (Do you know that our 
club used to have British, German, Swedish members?)
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August 2015 Issue
Annual Ball Celebration Dinner

Peter Lam
Soon after our annual ball in June, President Vikky has kindly expressed her thanks to our member for the support 
and good work with her infamous message praising us for being good porters, good salesman, good entertainers, 
silent hero . . . but to prove her gratitude was more than words, Vikky treated us to a hotpot dinner at the 火鍋館 in 
Tsimshatsui on 28th July.  The party was well participated by over 50 members and spouses plus our good friends 
from other clubs including President Karen Chan from baby club RC Central, President Cecilia Lee from RC 
Queensway, Immediate-Past AG Dominic Chu, PDG Jason Chan and DDS Menza Chu.  The atmosphere at the party 
was simply marvelous, filled with great fun and laughter as we all enjoyed good hotpot food and fellowship 
tremendously!  We were delighted that CP Donald, PDG Kenneth and PP Charles all returned to town from their 
long overseas trip to join us so we almost have a full team of members at the party!  Big thanks to President Vikky
for hosting this party which was made perfect with the tailor-made “celebration party banner” and presence of our 
pro-cameraman Kai Gor to take nice photos for us. Thank you President Vikky !
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ALiAALiATMTM –– Single drop sample delivers Single drop sample delivers 
rapid diagnostic results in minutesrapid diagnostic results in minutes

Roy Chan, assistant to William Yim

With wide-spread unkempt human activities in modern days, it is no surprise but still 
alarming to see the outbreak of new and emergent diseases and their threats posed to 
public health.  Viruses are more resistant, infectious and fatal after interactions 
between human and animals.  More recent ones are Swine / Avian flu outbreaks, such 
as H5N2 in Taiwan, H5N1 in Hong Kong & Egypt, H7N1 in Shanghai and H7N9 in 
Korea.  According to the data from the World Health Organization, there are 3-5 
million cases of severe illness (e.g. influenza A) each year, which cause 250-500 
thousand deaths per annum.  What can be done to address this situation? 

Taking on William’s initiatives, SBT developed an innovative 
immunoassay technology for rapid virus screening based on a 
lab-on-chip microfluidic diagnostic platform, which is called 
ALiATM. Lab-on-chip describes experiment and analysis 
processes miniaturized in a ‘chip-size’ device. This diagnostic 
technology requires minimal amount of test sample to a scale of 
micro-liter.  As little as 1 drop of extract of body fluids/blood 
suffices for an experimental result within 10-15 minutes.

ALiATM, Lab-On-Chip (LOC) Platform – a product from Sanwa 
BioTech Limited, is the lab-on-chip microfluidic diagnostic platform
in portable, rapid screening, multiplex and economic device for 
actuating and generating the analysis processes and results.

It is an effective, preventive and timely measure to preform infectious diseases and allergens diagnostics, tropical and emerging 
diseases diagnostics, companion diagnostics and livestock diagnostics and surveillance.  It performs point-of-care diagnosis in 
hospitals, emergency clinics, academic R&D centres, quarantine zones and even at borders for health control.
Up to now, ALiATM obtained numerous endorsements from international research and development centres, such as NAMI and 
Fraunhofer ENAS.  International competitions are held to foster interchanges with advanced biotechnology developers in the 
world.  SBT is one of the Award Winners of AIA Accelerator Program 2015 and is awarded the Winning Prize in Inno-China 
Entrepreneurship Competition 2015.
The attributes of ALiATM could have profound effect on 
front-line public health surveillance and diagnosis for 
infectious diseases on both animal and human.  It 
provides a useful tool to supplement front-line and
check point programs in addition to traditional thermal 
scanning methods which can sometimes be non-
specific and inconclusive toward prevention of specific 
threats. 
SBT is going to have different versions of ALiATM in 
multiplexing panels. It not only aims at lowering the 
risk of the potential diseases outbreak of livestock 
animals and companion animals, but also monitoring 
food safety in our daily life.
The concerns of more outbreaks of new types of virus 
would also be alleviated as long as we set up 
responsive strategies, and it is achievable in the 
foreseeable future.

A practical strategy would be to coordinate the outbreak alert and response to 
emerging infectious disease. Divided into 4 phases, they include measures to: mitigate 
(forecasting readiness), alert (early detection), control (rapid response) and learn 
(control opportunity).  We do better if we respond to a threat proactively.  With these 
ideas in mind William thought of collaborations with universities, international 
research institutes and technical institutes for technology start-up.  He also enlisted 
supports from local research centres and Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks 
Corporation.  In 2012, Sanwa BioTech Limited (SBT) was established to focus on the 
research.  In 2013, SBT started collaboration with Nano and Advanced Materials 
Institute Limited (NAMI) to bring about the novel Lab-on-chip diagnostic application 
for rapid swine influenza virus detection.  William’s dream came true.
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Congratulations Proud RCTP Parents Congratulations Proud RCTP Parents ––
Their Pride in ChildrenTheir Pride in Children’’s Graduation from UK Universitiess Graduation from UK Universities

Wu Kam Tung – Congratulations Frankie and Creamy

Rachael Kwong – Congratulations Timmy and Alice

Benjamin Lam – Congratulations Peter and Tomomi
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Supportive parents - I can never thank you enough
Rachel Kwong

Law has never been a foreign subject to me but it was never a subject of 
interest. 

My parents are far from the stereotypical parents in Hong Kong –
definitely not the ‘Tiger’ parents type. Having a mother as a lawyer, I felt 
that if I do law, I would somehow be under her shadow and I was eager to 
be a distinguished self. However, it seemed wise to do law at university –
promising career, they said; ‘You love reading. Law suits you’, they said. 
No one told me how rapid the pace is going to be – as a first year, when 
everyone else can still enjoy fresher’s, we were working so much on our 
grades as that alone can determine whether you end up in a top tier law 
firm or not. 

In the first term of our second year, we had the pleasure to write cover 
letters and polish our brief CVs. If we were lucky, in just a week’s time, 
we would receive emails from law firms arranging interviews. 
Alongside preparation for interviews, never ending essays and reading 
for classes did not make life easier. Reading over 100 pages before 
weekly classes was necessary. While reading towards the 60th page, my 
eyes were no longer focusing on the text, I did train up my speed 
reading skills. 

It would be ridiculous to say I sailed through my three years at the LSE, 
but what I got out of it was just as rewarding if not more. Being under 
such intellectually stimulating environment – with top lecturers and 
teachers – was very encouraging and motivating. It was my honour to 
have met such great and amazing people. 

Looking back at the three years, I cannot understand how I 
survived it through. For this, I can’t be more grateful to have such 
supportive parents and to have sent me all the way to the UK for
an education that gives me access to such an amazing exposure. I
can never thank you enough.
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Mongoliour – Service Trip to Mongolia
RAC WYS College International Service Directors Kelvin Lo and Takshing Cheng

8 Days 7 Nights service trip to Mongolia was organised successfully with the 
collaboration of the Rotaract Club of Tse Tseegung. This trip aims to bring joy, 
presents and knowledge to the orphans through 4-days voluntary teaching sessions. 
It is definitely a remarkable visit for our participants as well as the orphans.
When we first arrived at the orphanage, most of us felt nervous but excited. In order 
to get intimate with the kids, we first arranged some ice-breaking games when 
participants and kids were divided into groups to play together. We introduced some 
traditional Hong Kong games to them and the session ended with laughter. It helped 
us to build up friendships with the kids and afterwards they used to stick to and hug 
our participants.  It was a moving scene. 

Later, we started our voluntary teaching session.  
We divided the teaching directions into four 
avenues – Science, Art, English & Sports.  At the 
science session, car models and kaleidoscopes 
were prepared. Our participants brought several 
empty milk bottles, drinking straws, styrofoam and 
balloons to complete the car models.  By blowing 
the balloon locating at the end of the car, it moved
smoothly. We had a competition to see which car runs the furthest.  Kids enjoyed the game and gained some lovely presents. 
Other than that, by using colorful transparent paper and tissue roll holders, kids were able to see colorful images and they 
were curious and excited about it.

For the art session, our participants had practiced hard 
in order to learn several kinds of paper folding to teach 
them. Initially kids just learnt some basic paper folding 
like stars and frogs. Later, we taught them some more 
intricate paper folding like guns and hearts. Lastly, we 
held a plane competition to find out whose plane can fly 
the furthest. The session ended in harmony.

Sports are the last session we taught. We hoped to strengthen their friendship as well as collaboration through various sport 
activities. Rope skipping, dodgeball and basketball were some of the games we played with them. All these required team spirit 
so as to achieve trophy.  What surprised us most was the team spirit among them. They were willing to listen to the leader and 
they worked well with each other. We could see they are highly intelligent. We were delighted and proud to see their innocent 
smiles.  At least, the mission of our service trip was achieved – to cheer the kids and accompany them to have fun. Lastly, some 
of our participants shed tears while saying goodbye to the kids. It was the most unforgettable scene we saw in the trip. We not 
only brought joy to the kids, they also reminded us to treasure everything we own currently.  We will definitely never forget 
the days spent with the kids.  

English is a crucial teaching part in many service trips so 
we also included it in our trip. As we were told the 
English level of the kids were not high, so we just 
prepared the most fundamental English to teach them. 
We had a handmade poster which contained A to Z on it. 
We introduced A to Z to the kids by singing ABC song 
continuously. Fortunately, they followed the track 
quickly. Besides, we have brought some tailor-made fruit 
figures to teach them the fruit names. As fruits are 
something closely related to their life, we hope to spread some knowledge which is useful in their daily life.
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After finishing the voluntary teaching part, the visit in Mongolia began. We spent an 
afternoon in Bogd Khan Museum. With the clear explanation by the tour guide, we 
were able to understand the history and the development of Mongolia more. We also 
went to Black Market – a local market selling different kinds of domestic products. 
Though we did not buy much there, we were able to understand Mongolians’ lives 
more.
Our favourite part was the visit to 
Terelj National Park. The scene there 
was simply amazing. The grassland was 
big enough for us to run and jump 
freely. It was the first time for all of us 
to live in yurt.  It was a special and 
memorable experience.  We went 
hiking in the national park.  Words are 
not enough to express our excitement 
when we saw the scene on the top of 
the mountain. 

Later we tried horse riding with the help 
of local people. 19 of us were riding like 
an army. Apart from horse riding, we 
also tried cycling there. We cycled in an 
enormous park that we would not be 
able to find in Hong Kong. The view there 
was great and we took a lot of selfies
there. 

Having finished the exercise, we 
picnicked on the grassland. It was so 
relaxed and satisfying. Other than such 
activities, we did try some typical 
Mongolia food.  We ate baked lamp, 
Mongolia BBQ and also Mongolian pizza 
and buffet.  All the meals were delicious 
and can never be tasted in Hong Kong.  
Not only that the food cannot be found 
in Hong Kong, so was the fantastic view.  

‘One, two, three, four…..’ there were countless shiny stars in the sky. The scene was 
just impressive as there was no light pollution there. What we have gone through in 
Mongolia will last forever in our memories.

‘Smile is the prettiest thing you can 
wear.’ Although we can only 
accompany the kids for a few days, we 
can see they are smart and with high 
potential to learn. Even if we were 
simply passers-by in their life, we still 
hope our presence can bring them joy 
and inspiration. 

Lastly, without the help 
from the Rotary Club of Tai 
Po & the Rotaract Club of 
Tse Tseegung and the 
participation of our 
participants, our service 
trip would not be held 
successfully.  We would like 
to show our appreciation to 
them sincerely and we wish 
our future activities can be 
held as successfully.
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PDG Kenneth gave us a most 
interesting recount of what he and 
Lucia experienced at the 2015 
World Expo in Milan.

PP Claire was the lucky winner of 
the raffle draw and got to taste 
reindeer pate and enjoy the 
delights of a rotary glass candle, 
courtesy of PDG Kenneth. 

President Vikky was cheerful 
when she declared a toast to the 
world over coupled with the 
Rotary Club of Tai Po before she 
closed the meeting.

As heavy weight speaker 
Chip Tsao failed to make it 
to our meeting, VP Roger So 
stepped in and spoke on an 
equally heavy topic 
“Enforceability of mediated 
settlement agreements and 
agreements to mediate.”

PP Wilson was still thorough with 
his vote of thanks even when it was  
one of our own members, Roger, 
giving us the presentation. 

President Vikky would be able to fend 
off buzzing bees, mosquitoes and 
what not now that she won the raffle 
gift of a mosquito killer given out by 
PP Dennis. 

A huge turn-out brought about by the members from baby club 
Rotary Club of Central; and Rotaractors from both RAC Tai Po 
and RAC Wu Yee Sun College. 
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3 August 2015
Assistant Governor’s Visit
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10 August 2015

Assistant Governor Frankie discharged his AG duties by 
updating us on District’s initiatives and goals and paying the 
inevitable red box. 

We also welcome 
Area 6 Deputy 
Assistant Governors 
(2nd and 3rd from 
left) Abraham Chan 
(Channel Islands) 
and Patrick Chan 
(Shatin).

August birthday boys got their bash.  
Happy Birthday Ming-hay, Louis, KF 
and Alan! 

Wilson tempted us 
to try a river cruise 
when he recounted 
the trip along the 
River Danube he 
and Wanda had 
with her parents 
and also Kenneth 
and Lucia. Pearl said somehow 

knew it would be 
her turn to win the 
raffle gift of a 
Kavalan Solist Single 
Malt Whisky given 
out PP Louis.  
Congrats! 

Dr. Y. C. Ho spoke about the Prostate Gland and 
healthcare. 

Interesting Vote of thanks 
by our PP Dr. Ron Chung 

PE William gave out a 
bottle of red wine and a 
‘Seashell’ iPhone case as 
raffle gift.  Annie and 
Jimmy were the lucky 
winners. 

Visiting Rotarians and 
guests form the majority 
at this meeting. 
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UpUpcoming 
events 

L’hotel Island South
55 Wong Chuk Hang Road, 
Island South, Hong Kong

Theme Night (by Team 3)
Theme: Full Moon – Tai Po

7:00p.m.14 SEP
(MON)

Function Room, The Royal 
Garden, Mody Road, TST E.

Speaker: LAM Woon-kwong
Topic: “施政難”

7:30p.m.31 AUG
(MON)

Function Room, The Royal 
Garden, Mody Road, TST E.

Speaker:  Mr. Alexander LAM 
(RAC Channel Islands)
Topic : Aquaponics

7:30p.m.7 SEP
(MON)

Function Room, The Royal 
Garden, Mody Road, TST E.

Speaker: Minghay YU 7:30p.m.24 AUG
(MON)

VenueEventTimeDay
Average attendance: 64.03% 

JULY 2015JULY 2015

Happy
BirthdayAugust

12th  Timmy Kwong
14th  Louis Tang 
23rd  K. F. Tam 
33th   Minghay Yu 

Chief editorChief editor

Claire MakClaire Mak
The editorial boardThe editorial board

Peter LamPeter Lam
Jason Lo Jason Lo 
MinghayMinghay YuYu

GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?
Tai Post wants to hear from you.
Write in to
clairemak.rctaipo@gmail.com
Tai Post reserves the right to edit 
articles for length and clarity. 

Rotary Club of Tai Po     URL: www.rctaipo.org FB: www.facebook.com/rctaipo
Meeting at 7:00 pm every Monday at The Royal Garden, Kowloon

CAREN CHAN,
ANTHONY HUNG,
NATALIE KWOK, 

PETER LAM,
DENNIS LO,

JASON LO,
CLAIRE MAK,

ROGER SO,
VIKKY TAM,

LOUIS TANG,
FRANKIE WU,
WILLIAM YIM

AttendancettendanceA

O
Timmy Kwong
On Leave

WDavid Chan
Sasha Chu
Jacky Sung
Sincere Yip 
C M  Yu 
Patrick Yung

In JulyWee missed you

I
Derek Koon on 4th July 2015
Inductionnduction
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